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sity. The general characteristics of the processor are:··--;-.·-··.:: ... 
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( i) it compiles· FORTR~N -1v p:r_-ograms and loads -
- them into memory for execution; 
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·(iii) it allows users to store intermediate result~-
! -
on disc during the execution of thei·r _pro-_ 
ams; 





disc program,; library and to recall them with 
a single control card; alld 
' 
(v). _ it provides the mean~_·for purging entries in 
the disc program library. 
The processor is an outgrowth of a tape-oriented 
system distributed by General Electric. The disc system· 
,, 
has·--·been shown to ·- compile and execute FORTRAN IV -pro- ---
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··~· I. Project Goals ~-,. -•,'. 
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number of input and output devices. The maj'or components 
of the system configuration are listed in Appendix A in 
·------ ~----------- --·--·----·--- p ·~·-··---·--··--,···--····---,, ••••••••• -· ---
order to indicate t:p.e minimum configuration for use of 
the FORTRAN IV pro'c-e~r; at this point it need only be 
mentio·nedl that the central memory consists of 8192 words 
and that a\disc file and four magnetic tape units are 
---------------~·-. ·---------------·-···-· included in the configuration. 
The.· c·omputer language that is most commonly used at 
- .. _,_,. ,':; 
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ment for its 200 series machines is designed to ·use only 


















advantage of an available disc file. There are of course 
inherent advantages of random access storage for many 
applications; so· it was desirable to inves"tigate the 
' -I 
far 
·\\'. feasibility of creating a disc-oriented FORTRAN IV syste~-:~ 
' 
'"" __ ..,. 
' ,• 
.. 
-------for use at Lehigh. ·· .. 
Specific project.objectives included the storage of 
-
the entir.e FORTRAN IV processor on disc, the storage of 
users• program overlays on disc and the provision of a 
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modifications of and substantiaTadditions to General 
Electric's tape system (Program Number CD225H6.004; 
see Reference 1). The programming effort and computer 
time that would have been necessary for a completely 
new system would have made the .project infe~~ible. 
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characters/~econd (see Reference 2 for a complete 
--description) •. Tapes are written at a density of 200Q -
·• 
• 
cl;l.aracters/inch; the tape move·s at ·75 inches/second, 
.. ~-)-
,-:--·------,--~--·,-------~-----'-------,--~=-~~==~~~s:-o·~-t-he transfer rate is 15 kc. Four six-bit· characters· :··· ..••..• •-:• .:-· --,·-•4••~· '.:~ ·------.--··-·· --, - .. ---··· 
are needed to represent a 20-bit binary word, so the 
transfer rate for tapes written in binary mode is 
/~ 
/ . 
3750 words/second. An inter-~ecord gap is .75 inches 
long; stop/start time between records is ,018 seconds. 
:rapes are-~revlou.n-d·--·-a.t·---Esu--rn:cnes1secona-. ----- _ 
Ge-neral--E-3:e-e-t·r±c--al·s-o--of-fers---a Mod1,l----6~-- tape untt 
with a transfer rate of 41.6 kc, which co~pares much 
- -- - . ~ ' -- - ---- -
more· favorably with the transfe·r rate of the disc file -· -·---·-·· ~- ---·--·------·· --·-·-------···-···-···-··· -·---·-
than does .the rate of the Model 680. 
------
The GE-200 Serie~ Disc Storage Unit can contain a . 
maximum of 16 discs, each having a storage capacity of 
393,2~16 words (see Reference 3 for full details). The 




_')_ __ _ _____ · __ aye_rage __ acc_ess time for a frame i,s • 22·5 second·s. 
i . - . - -- - . ' ... · .:, ·:: i 
Two-thirds of.the.data stored on a disc can be trans- ' - - . j. . 
~ . . . '. . ' . . '. . . -
; ---·--'cc-----~--:-----~_--.------------ f:erred to or from memory at a ra.te of 23 , 810 words/ ___ -~ ~ -. '. __ 
' , i ' 
~ - . - .. - _,_ --·· --- ---·--·- -
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-words/second. The average transfer rate for the disc 
--~-------·---"""" 
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... j-(23 ,810)+j-(l,l, 995). - _l9.,S4.2 .. word.a/ ... 
• 
_fi_le is __ thus- _ 
--·-·---__ .._______________________ -- . -------------'----·-··-------·.-----. -----
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III. Major Components of the FORTRAN IV Pr~cessor 
6· 
.' ~J, 
~ ..... ,;... ' ., 
~· •. ,' f· 
. "· ' . . ~ -- --- - .. . . .: -
- ·------· .. ·~·"·-----··-· ... ... . . ,, .. 
j, • • A brief discussion of the structure of the FORTRAN _____ .. ___ .,_ .. _____ ·. _,.:_ ________ ..... _. __ .... 
I ·, • ..·. = ~~--~:=i=:~ .  ,.. ~j:_\1_, ,p;r g g e $ S Q:r ...... i.s .... ne.c.essar,y. .,,, .The. :p~inc~ipal•• •CH3mf)Gn~n=ts•~of~=~"=·:==::-~:~,~·····~·· . ' <cc, •'·"'':-c-c,c,,,-:-,=,~..._~.._,,,.~.-,~ .... -,",."'-g=,~··------ .. -··---····· ·· · · · · · , . . '. . 
the system are: ..... . 
-
- --- -- --- ----
-- - --·-- -- -·· - - ---
- - -- --- -- -- --- - -- ------------------ --~--- ------- -- --- - -
_-__ _:~_:.:--==--:=:.-L..=_=:::;_ ==-'--------~= .... = Ir The monitor ' which int er pre ts C ontrol··-card s -;:-and - - -~ --- --- -. _....:.:.__ 
. . ····· --- . ·- .. ·- -- - ···- --- - ---- -· --·· . --- ··-··--·· . -·-··-··· ... - - ·-·--··- - -··-------·----- --- . . ---------·-·---·~·-----------·····-~--··-------·--·-----.... --·-
, . calls the appropriate segment of the processor. .. ·. ···. 
, 2) Th.e compiler, whic.h translates statements in the .. -----------·· --· --· ------····· .. -··,---. 
~c,,•.r~-~-·,···•,••·•••.•·•• "'""""-'="'"'""-''-lC,,•=.7=1>=--. ""'. ,,,_-, • . ~.,. · .,_,,,.=:-:i:r,0-,-.,-_n,i.r.,~,-.c---.. - .,..,._---·•·-- ..- • 
' . 
---------·~ · --~ __ ·--------~. __ FORTRAN IV_ .language into machine -- languag.e in- .. -- ------------· ------------- -. 
structions. 
3) The relocatable s~bprogram library, which j s , ...... 
collection of frequently used subprograms that 
--=---------·-
-=-'---~~----'---------· ,·~~-==~j;)_mJ~--i~erl= __ w.ilb:--=us:e-r..s=!:=p~o-gr--ama-~·----wlien·---req-u-i·r·ed~.-----_ --~-=--~-~ . -·-------=--= 
The subprograms are called_~-~re_l.!lcatable'' -b-e-cause~.:_____----~ 
.::__--------'---------
they can be loaded into any part of memory (the 
. 
L---------,~------:---------'-·~----=.-t-ru~ :t-c.1--._ee-:rr-... ~ .. mrmomdrtJi fi.e~tirem =-~s-e--a-.s-.... -. ,t-----0---.,_m_a_-:1·.----~~--:---t .. ·;h.---,e-m-. ·_----;;_,;-;--,_a~· b-s-01u-~e-t1=--------------·---·--'·-====-:-.:_ 
.,.,__ ---------·- . . ' 
- - --·- - ·-·-- -- ··---.- ···t 
·when tMy ·are loaded). 
I •·4'" - ' 
--·-·-·-· 
• ,i , ' 4) . The absolute suffix, which is a collection of ? . 
., . 
subprograms that perform input-output and arith-
\ 
,'·metic functions. The subprograms are. called "ab-
~-,---_---e:._____,___ _ _,;.....-~__,----:----'-'· ·S'Ol-Ut··e-U--... ·-b·eca,us-·e .. :--~e-y· ---·ar'l:f ___ L(:)'Elded· -ffi-CO ___ -a. -ffX'e!:d::~.:;r-------,.. . 
'ti v,.. , 
. r 
·--.-·-'""--:-.. ---------~ ·. '. 
cause they are the last portion loaded before a _ .. 
- ---· -- . ---· ···--· --
• - - - • - - - r _, - -=------= ..,_ ---• -
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The loader, which stores the program generated 
..... ...... : _,,_ ... ···-·- ·---~··-·· 
from FORTRAN statements into. 
__ 111emory, loads the-
. -----~-----:~.--
·----·-----.. --·- -- - -
. ___: ___ .__. 
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IV. Description of the Disc FORTRAN.IV Processor . - - - '' . . "•,----... , 
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~-----------·------ The .. relocatable· library consists of §3_~-g.bpro_g:r-am.s ..... _ .... ______ ~--.... --
___________________ ,__ -
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---. - ---- -----. - -- - . 
th~ -......... eval u~ t_i q·~ ...... _Q_f ..... t~igQ~ .. Q_m_e._tri9 ...... fung_tions , ____ th_e ...... _c_o_n~----------------·--·-~-----1 
I • 
version of floating-point numbers to integers, etc. 
'· 
A complete list of the names of the subprograms may be 
. . . found in Appendix B. Some library subprograms have 
- ... 
,-'--more than one name ( each name· corresponds to an entry 
point) ; there are 111 _ entry points for the 63 subpro-
:.~ 
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n tne tape FOR~RA"N processor, ea~n.sUDprogram 
is stored on tape as a sequence of binary card image~·· 
-----· · -·--·- .. 
--
,. --- ----- -
The first card image is a ·"header"· which declares ~he· 
name(s) of the subprogram, the "entry locations· and the-
names of o er routines .. that are referenced in the 
subprogr • On tape, it is evident that each subpro-
_gram must precede the other subprograms that it ref-
erences, since they are read~sequ:entially. The loader 
~ 
_.......:.... .. -----·-----· 
1-""-----'---,------···--·--··---·"'" .......... 
reads ·- through the entire library ( 210 card images) . .................... __ ~-~-
- - • - • -- • •• ··------·-------- < ~--
.. every time a ·user's -program is loade~ .• The loader must 
' - . -----·--· 
~ .'.. ... ... L--~'-- _____________ _, . 
----··· -·---·~--·----------- - --
··---·---·-···---...,,.·----· . -·----·--~---·----- . -- - . ... -
read through the whole library becausr:i 'the absolut'e " 
suffix is stored on tape after the library routi:Q.e~_t':. . 
. 
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\1! . ' . ~ 
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it cant.tot be read earlier because.it must occu~y the 
_ _ _ .. _ . same memory locations_ EJ.~. th~ l9a4er. -·~-----------.-·- ------------------. .. -··-
....... 
• I 
9 ,:· I,' 
I t 
.•·. 
~~~~-~~~-H~~~ .~~~ ~=~~=~ ~~~~-~~~~~ 
. . . 
library routines can be organized. They can be read 
... 
- -- - --- - ---·-· 
.. - '":· - ·,r-·-'-"----' ---~------·-- - -·- -··-··- ---
-- __________________ __._ _____ , ______ . 
~·-~-~-:-~-----=-~-~-~~;~---- ---6~--~---sequentiatlly, -with the ·lo_ader ... picking-~.--ou:t .. ------th:e---:on·e~s:~;~: ____________ -:-·----~------·. ------
----------··---· --· ··-----·--- ·- .. - ·--- -
-·that are referenced, or they can be read individually -- ---~--
--------= -=---=-------
-·-···- ·--··--··----:----·-- --- ---- -.......-- - ' 
--- -from- random areas of disc storage· as the loader. dis~ 
covers that they are needed •. The latter approach 
seems most natural and efficient, but it proved im-
\.. . 
. ' practical in the case of Lehigh's c_omputer. To read ---------·-------- . ~ .· . ---.. -·---- ---·-· ... 
I 
-
-- :_ ___ - -· -·o· •- ·.:-•,. •" ... 
only the required subpro~rams , the loader would have - .. 
-·----- --- ~-- ---- ---- ---·-------,-- ------·~---~----------
-----·----
11---------~l .... i~br.a-cy--r--QutinesT---t-he-nam-e-s Of'' routines th-a-t-theY 
re·ference, their locations on disc and their lengths. 
--~--------Ttre--·memury space that -woulil be required· for such 
- --- - -
------- ----
tables and the necessary buffers~or reading the 
,, 
routines proved to be prohibitive. Obviously the 
loader must coexist in memory ~ith ·the user's main 
. program and required library routines; the 8192 · (;J 
memory l~cations of Lehigh's -225 dictate that a 
,.. ,. -.~· . 
. ~ .. . 
·- -- -- -- -----------------·---··------------------------ ~-
--- -·-- -- ··-· --·-·· - .... -··· -
- -----·--···· ... -··." ····· ..... ---·--· 
·-·--· -- ....... _ ........................ .. 
-~----f-&-i-:rl~----s-impleloader be used. In addition-, it i-s--~--~----__ ,-__ ,. __ ' ----- -··---·---·--·· 
doub·tf'ul that · it could be shown that a time saving 
. I 
---- -------- -~ 
....... -.. ----------would-result from ~andom access to library routines. 
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----------. --- -- ---·· -----
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are _read s~quentially as if from ta-pe (except that 
buff~rs are much ·1arger than in the-tape processor). 
There are two significants advantages over tape storage,. 
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_ greater and the other is that reading terminates when~ 
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probability of their being required by a user's pro- "' 
-- ---- -, the .prevrousl.Tment-i-one~ c.onstrain:t=--- · _______ - -__ 
,-- that no routine may reference a preceding routine still 
applies. The read·ing of· the l~brary routines is begun 
before the user's main program is loaded; since the 
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subprogram "EXIT" is used by v~rtually all programs, 
it is in core and ready to be added when the loading 
--------11 
- - J -·---
,of the main p~ogram is complete. 
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Appendix B lists. the names of the library routines 
in the .order in which they are read from disc • 
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.. B. Treatment of .Overlays I 
A user's prog;ram cannot be longer than 5112-----------·---,------·-·-----~·- ~-~-; 
. - -- . __ ,.,. - ···- .. ··- .. - . - -
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·course of its computation. For example, a -program 
might need to call three subroutines during execu-
tion, bu·t none of the three calls another. In this 
1Case,. ·the three subroutines could share the same 
• ·i11-,.., 
memory locations; each of them could be stored on 
--.----








overlays, as defined by the 'programmer, on tape and 
.~· 
raads them when the library subroutine "OVRLA. 1.s 
· called ( the user gives the number of the desired 1 · 
·overlay-as an argument). The subroutine OVRLAY must 
keep a record of the last overlay read to know how 
many. tape records must be bypassed to reach the 
' . 
desired overlay. The tape units are capable of 
\ 
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reading records backwards, so the situation is not 
as bad as it'inigh"t be. The tape system actually 
writes·two records on tape for each overlay, thoug~; 
the first is a four-word record that specifies where 
- •··---- - --------~ __ _:__ _____ ___.... 
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·in memory -the - · :verlay is to be loaded and the second 
\\ 
is · the overlay i t,~elf. 
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---------------------------------··--·:::--·--·-quite -evident- in the use of overlays. If a _program 
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storage is ·not inefficien .. t. But -if the program must 
• I 
_-.. ---------------_:_ _____ -~--____________ ... call overlays in a random manner, then a rather heavy ____ ._ ·--------, -,----------~~-·~----·--· -
. ~ 
· __ penalty in computer time accompanies the use of tape. - ---- --- ··- ---- -·-· ---- ---
Section V discusses the differenc~ in efficiency 
-between the tape and disc processors\ in handling 
.. 
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_______ ,, _____ _ contained in memory during execution, so OVRLAY does 




-ray,-· as··-···1rr the·-· tape sySt8JII.~ AISci ,·. the ··-·a.IS-C ···sySt8Jll _____ ....... \::~-- ------·-.---- -----------------
• 
-_- ---··- _·'. ---------·-· · .. - r _,--------allows a· maximum of thirty· overlays; twenty was . found . .. - -.. ---- - . -- .. 
I, ' 
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to be restrictive to some users. 
One rather unfortunate discrepancy betweeil_the 
tape and disc processors resulted from the loader's 
handling of disc overlays. The design of the disc 
file requir.es that the number of frames (l frame = 
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current loading location ·to the ne_arest multiple 
· of 64 when it ··tinds that an overlay is to be loaded. 
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This procedure is slightly wasteful of memory space 
and introduces an incompatibility,:~etween the tape 
and disc versions. However, it is assumed that the 
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will 1it into memory when loaded by the tape version • 
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----~---~-- - . . One of the project goals was to provide the mean.s--- ~~-~~-
for programmers to use the disc file for intermediate 
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-------- ---· s terage during -program ·exeeu-ti-on-.-----Th-e-- -OVRBAY·-·sub----- ----------------------~-c_-· . ----·: -· --------
~- -······-----------·-~------~~-·--------------· .. · .-:r<>-µ.tine offered a n~tura,l way to_ acc·omplish What 
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. ,., was wanted,.· By adding a few instru.ctions and creating 
a new entry to the subroutine, called WRTOVR, .. users 
_----·-···------·--·---.. -------·-·--wer·e· 'giver! the cfapabili"ty-· of ···wri·ting··· specified. over-. 
; 
l~ys on disc as well as readipg them. Thus a pro-· 
grammer can perform operatio·ns on ·a set of data, . 
i 
I ite it on disc·, u;:1e the same area- of memory for 
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·c. Permanent Storage of Programs_ 
---~------------------------ -·----_ -- -~-------~-:---As previ-ously mentioned, it was/hoped at--the 
... 
outset that users could be given the means to store 
. -
-·: ------ -
l ~· - ~--- -- .,. ' ---. -:--'7"""""''' . -·· . . .. 
,·. their programs in a permanent disc library area and 
to recall them at will. The ability to store programs_ 
. -··-r··"·-----··-··•·f••·-----·······--~-,-,.·-----·--.- ·-~ -· , ..... ··-··· 
in this manner can save a, great deal of computer time 
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minutes to be loaded from a deck of binary cards. 
----under tlie-'tape·- system it is ·possible to reuse the 
I 
__ tape that contains a program in the form of binary 
card images, but doing so entails not only the 
. 
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•-. 
of overlays on another tape by the loader. The 
process i~ generally not any quicker than loading 
---·----------·-------··-
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-the p:fogram through the card reader unless the tape 
can be mounted well in advance of its use and/or' 
' . 
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prints a message and exits. If there is sufficient 
space, it stores the program and enters the name, • -
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Library programs are thus stored in absolute 
form, ready for immediate loading. Of course it 
would be possible to store them in relocatable 
form and to allow users to combine individual sub-
programs in the same way that they are loaded from -
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so would conflict with the real .intent of the 
- library. Library programs are intended to be ones 
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particularly .in a university environment. For this 
/:-,, 
reason, it is assumed that a staff member will 
maintain a list of authorized library programs ~d 
initiate the deletion of unauthorized entries when 
disc space is at a premium. To accomplish this, .a 
------program ca-l·l·ed-"lVIAINTAINERn has been developed. --
MAINTAINER reads data card·s and carries out tlleir 
com~ands until a· card· containing "END" in coJ.11mns 
. 1-3 is encountered. A data card containing "LIST" 
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., v. Efficiency of the Disc Processor-
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- -Th8-diSC ;FORTRAN system has been shown in prac-. 
···----~--- . ·- ~ .... 
- - ..... 
-- -- - -- -~--··--------- ------- --- --, 
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~--------------~--------------------------------§0%- o-f -the time- required by the tape· -system--; --·Tne---· ----------~---~--=~---~-------;----_,.:.---::--.--~----~-~:--:._=-:'._~-
.... -- .... ··- --~· ·- . -- ''"·-··· . 
- . 
. " so as to generate machi-ne language· ins·tructions that --
-
-:.... - - . - - --- -. ... . . . - ..• . ·--- .. ·------
- - .\.'. '· - -· 
-differ· from those generated -by -the tape compiler·, ...... ,<.,• ,• •••'•••••"' ,,.,·•••,--.-., .. -, ,'"\_0_,..H ... ·~, ·--··-·-··.:. -••- ,·--•••••••••-•"-• ,,,_.-,_,,,..,,,-,•••••••<" -----· .. .,.,.. ...•... , ...... " ... -- .. ---------.- . 
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' ----but the compiler has been speeded up 1considerably. 
One modification that was made involved the use of 
the MOV instruction in many parts of the compiler; 
-'-~.,.""""-- --------- --'-------~-""" ·. -the MOV ins true ti on relocates large blocks of d~jba 
·-±n-·-m-e·mory··--1n··--atrout····~·3-o%------or-- tne - tTme ··- required ___ by ___ a -------~-_ __ 
~,,.--~------------,- . 
----- ------ ---- --- - --- ------,, 
- - . . . . . --- -- --- --
1--' --------pF-G-g-F-am----1-&e-p---whi-eh-load S and s-tor-e--s-·--r-e-gi s'te-z-s --ts 8 e 
Reference 4) •. Since the MOV instruction is an op-
--
- --~----------- --
----i1·on~l feature of the GE225, the programmers of the -
' 
tape compiler could not·· assume its availability. 
- Much of the increased efficiency of the disc 
system derives from the random access capability 
and high_information transfer rate of the disc file. 
To illustrate the advantages that the disc file 
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only of the statements "CALL EXIT'' and "END". To 
process the program, the -following sequenc·e of 
--
. . 
events -must occur. First a load card is read .and 
;. . . -- .: . - --· 
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\. ·executed; it reads the FORTRAN monitor into memory· • 
. ' . -., 
' 
...................... -----·-·-· ·-- ·~-·~-·---·' ·---·-- -------....--~·- ···-
:,;;,;;;;:~~~'~:.:.~;;.;;,,~:.,=~=-. .that. a . pro gram · is . to .. b;e .· com piled·~ ..•... It ::then · re a.ds ... a .•.• •. . :'.:2=:=:-::::=::i-:=c::=:~==."=:~,::::· 
I • , 
___ = 0 -------- ------- ----~~-~- --- ----- _ section of the compiler called COMPILER ·A (·the whole - - -_ 
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. - - --- . 
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------- --~·--------
--~_•_s_ purpose is to -process specificati_on statements.,_ 
--- -- --- .. · . ------· ---.. ~-- - -~-' --·--·------.. ~. =- ------ .:._ 
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=~-, _ ,. . ______ : __ ·,-------~-----------------such as "DI1VIENSION", "CQIY1MON", 11 COMPLEX", _etc. It 
I' -· • 
. - - --- --
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finds none, s'o it reads-in the second section of ~he, 
-· _., . 
compiler, COMPILER B. COMPILER B compiles the pro-
. gram, writing the binary card images.. on tape and 
punching them if _ne_cessary. COMPILER B sees the - <-.,.-,, -- .. - .• ~----·-··· ...... - ' 
.•. -~, .. - •. 
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"$LOAD", which causes it to read the J.oader and 
' . 
-t-rans-fer to~ it.=--"The-=-~~r--t-hen l.eads -· thEf~ preg:F-am---~· -- -- ~-- ---- ----- ------
from tape, reads through the relocatable library 
and loads EXIT.- The absolute suffix is read and 
execution of the program is begun. EXIT is called; 
it rereads the monitor, which processes more control 
cards. 
___ _ _ It is of interest to calculate how long the tape 
... . - -- <l .... ·---- - - . --- -·-·--· -· .:· --: --- ...... "" --- ...... -""'--- ........... .. 
· · · · -- -- ---- -- ~ - and disc prJcessors would take to perform the above 
" .. ·:: .. :- .. ..... -- . 
- . 
operations. The disc process·or needs to read just 
.·,,- ·one record (384 words on disc) of the relocatable 
_;·\.-. 
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library. to find EXIT, while the tape pr·oce·ssor mu~t. 
read the entire library (210 40-~ord records). T~e 
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-· -"•-····--·-··- ---··· ·-- ·- rewind aft'er the absolute· suffix has been read; this. 
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~~:~~.--:-. :·~---·:~ ... ~:_·-~~=-:::=·~::~~-----~ ....... ·-may .... be ... d.one ..... concurrently. with execution ,, .. of.: __ :.a ... program: ... : ______ ..... :~-~-. .. _··--~--=:.~=~~=~---.:~--.. ~ ........ ::: 
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· that is .considerably longer than "CALL EXIT". The 
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case is an op~imal_one for the disc processor, but it 
r _does give an idea of the difference in performance 
that can be expe~ted. Th.e time requir·ed to read and 
process the ·1oad card, control and program cards is not 
i.ncluded in the calculations; . it will be less. for the 
--·-. _ .. . . disc system than for the tape system. The lengths·· of - - ·---- ----~-----·---------·----------_· 
- .. l ' .• ... ...._ ... _ H-00 ' •-•& .. , _____ _ 
the records that must be read are given below for- · 
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tape and disc (recall that a ~isc record length must 
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r • If ·an average access ·time of ··.15 seconds· is \ 
. . . . 
.... ____ · __ - ·_. ___ ·. __ assumed for the · disc · records ( which can be at-_ · _ . ~ _, 
~~:-~: ~~: ·:_:.:.: .. :.:,.~~-:-.· .: ··:~-?~ -7 :~=~~~ ··:.~~~;.,:~::~ .. ~,:~'~ .... -: . ' . . . . --. . . '.· ·. ·_ :· ~. . ~. ' _·) . ~ . . . . . ' ' : . '' .. '. .. ' ., ... -. . .·.·' ' '' ' ·: .. ,~-"::~.==: ~ ~--==~=,~- ~:~·,·~:~.-.::,~~~~~5:~:~,~:~~:~-~ .. =;~~~~~=,=:~.: ,.· ·-·- ~ 
""'" :·:=:~·==-·--·=:=-==·=: ··- ~tined . ·-w't th· · efttc :Lent_··.-•!' e e o rd· p~ac Sme nt} , · ·.the•••-_.... · ·· · - -'·-,,-,,';,.,~,--:- --·---~~:-.;_~~-=~"-; ... ·= ·' i 
- . . . total access time for the seven records is 7x.15 ._ _ ____________ . ! 
v~-·,·-----·- .... ..•. ... , .•.... ······--······-· ,., __ --- .. ,....... .... Ir ·.. - ......... - ....... _.,, ............... ---· .. , -... ,... ...... ... f 
___ ... ·-·-··--·- ·-·-- _____ __ .. = 1.05 seconds. The average tr~nsfer rate is 19, 84? ___________ · __ ·:·~_.:.-.:~~--: _______ . ______ ::~~-:.·: .. :~--~-: ___ ... :.~ f 
... ' ........ - . --· .. - . ----- ' . ---·---- -.~.. . l 
is· ..,._.____ _________ .. '--· _________ words/second, so the _total time required 
--- ·--------- ----- ·--------··-------·-- - -·- ----·----~------- --·-- - --------- - _____ . -------------
., 
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The tape processor mi~t read a total of 216 
records from the system tape. Stop/start time 
between records is .018 ~ec·onds, so the total stop/ 
lcl 
start time is 215x.Ol8 = 3.87 seconds. The Model 
·-----·-·------·-------·· ------··6·8o·-.. ·ta;pe··-·-un±-t·s-··-··c·an-·-··4tran·s-fe·r-·····3·7·5·0·-·····w·o·r·ds·fs-e·co-n·d-,-·------s·o-.. ·-----·-.. -----·----··----··,."""'-·----·------·---·-.. ---· 
- -- - .. . . -· . . . .. -· ---------------·- ·-·-·------ ··----·- ...... . . ·-- - ..... ----·---·----··----·- ------ - ---- ·----·------,---------'----------
- ... · --readi-ng-~the tape--'tak:es- -3~ .. a+-+- 2 j~~6 =- -l0.2-9 sec.onds-.-------... -
Rewinding the tape takes 4.14 seconds, so the total 
-
-- ----~---~ 
---time for this case is at least 14.43 seconds. 
Thus the disc processor takes 2•87xlOO = 2ost of l4. 43 -pl._ · 
l 
• 
- .. ...... :·· --- " 
the time required by the tape system (using Model 
680 ;uni ts) if- card reading and compiling time is . -~··:: - ,:.,._ --·- --- ----- ·-· .. 
. · .. - - not included. 
!: 
}. . 
It is also of interest to perform the same 
-,.:~---'·-.-·-----'-·'---'-·-''"--·--~---------- -- .calculations for the Model 690 tape uni ts to .see. _ 
what advantage the disc system ~ight offer. The 
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Stop/start time 3.87 seconds I , 
•' .. 
-----, ·-- . -- - ---·-. ____ :\...: ..... ----~ - -- -- -
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.. -·---······ '·-. ·-·-··· ---··· ··-----·· -·-"'·· -- .. -- ~ mo.· ·tal·" . -··----·-~---...---·--······--·- . ~ 
. : 8.36 
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Thus in this example, the disc system would take 
·-··--------- .. ·--·------.----·· · ·-· 2. 87xl00 · 
= 34% of the time required by the tape ts.36 
system using Model 690 units. 
The above example was actually run under the 
disc and tape processors at Lehigh. The diso sys-
. ..... 
-· - . - - .. 
--- - --
tem took 5.8 seconds to compile and execute the ---··--
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---·-·--------· -- - - --- -------------;-------~t· 
------~ram;---t-he--tap-e--system-·-e·ook 25 seconds. Bas-e_d_· ------·-----,-- ·--------· ~: 
-------------- -------·---··----- r, 
~ 
---·----- ---·--,-------------- --
on the above calculati0ns, the 5.8 seconds required ., 
., 
· · by the disc proce_ssor is roughly what would be :__;___ __________ . -------~ - -·- -
.. 
expected; about three seconds .were needed for 
reading and interpreting contro.l cards and compiling 
the program. The 25 seconds taken by the tape 
system seems excessive in light of the calculations-J 
and the time required by the disc system; the 
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- - -- , of the disc version. :For this case, the disc version 
needed only 23" of the time taken by the tape ver-
sion; for .longer programs, especially those which 
. 
use more library routines, the ratio wo~~ not be-
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· as small. 
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they are run under both the tape and disc systems). 
•-·-····· . . - .............. , -·.. ... "--, . 
··-·-··----'---.. ····---·----·-------------·~--· As previously mentioned' . the tape processor. not . ... . --- ·- . Cc1, . ------ . -
---- . 
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reads two records for eacrf--overlay. To learn how 
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. , much faster the disc version can read overlays 
-than the tape version, a test program was construe-
'. 
ted. The program called 20 overlays (each 4000 
words ·in length) in sequence. The disc system 
_____ ----_-_-· ------· load ed. ·the __ pro_g_rain _f_r_om_.binary ____ c.axds. anci_ex.ecu.t.ed-.-· -
--· ---------------- --
-- - ----- ---- _ ____,. __ -- ----- -- . - - - - - - ---- -- ---- ------- -- - - -
it in 46 seconds; .the tape system ___ took ___ lOO ____ seco:nds •-------------,-----------------------·-----·-- --- -- -- - -·-·· _,, __________________ , ______ ---·-·- - -- ·--·---- ' -- . ' ' 
Thus the disc system can be expected to read a 
' ., 
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' 
time taken by t:q.e tape system, since overlays are 
----
not always used in the order in which they are 
initially loaded. 
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too voluminous to be included here.· They ·Will 
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The design and programm~ng of a d·isc-oriented 
, . ----- -------------~ ·;· - -----------------------,---
~~~-:=~=:=~~~-~--~~J.i~RAN IV proces~~r f~r the GE225 has been qom• · ·· _,. "-~ I.-l-== ~=::> 
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... ,. 
pleted. The syst.em- has been implemented at Lehigh 
Uni-versi ty and tested rather extensively. In com-
• ;J 
· ·------------···- ·-·-------- parison with the General Electric tape FORTRAN IV 
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pro(?essor, the disc processor offers substantial 
savings. in computer· time and increased capabilities. 
An instal:;Lation that must process a high volume of 
FORTRAN prQgrams might justify the expense of a 
disc file on the basis of the increased throughput. -
,. 
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Configµ.ration of Lehigh Universi· y's GE225 System . -"' .. 
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di·sc FORTRAN IV .processor ar.e starred or otherwise 
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/ 1 - Disc file unit, with 12 disc_s ( 2 discs are 
· used for storage of the FORTRAN processor 
and the program library) 
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l - 900 line/minute printer* 
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·Contents of the FOR~RAN System Relocatable Librarz 
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The system relocatabl.~ libra:ry · is read .from d·is:c .. ~-~:- :·-···-:·--~--··:.::_ .. ~-::.:~:=:::.::~~:_· .. . :·: ~------~--. 
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· entry names are given for the 63 routines, as well as 
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Polytechnic Institute, where he was a member of the 
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